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Top board meetings Urkedal-Postny and Holm-Agdestein became two long draws today, as white
in both games failed to realize promising winning chances. White instead won sensationally on the
third board, as GM Benjamin Arvola Notkevich pushed his luck too far and lost against 15 year old
and (so far) untitled Mathias Unneland.
Unneland following this is (even more sensationally) sharing the lead at 4,0/5 with Urkedal and
Postny, half a point ahead of Agdestein, Holm and eight other players at 3,5/5. Top board pairings
for round six following this will be Postny-Unneland and Agdestein-Urkedal.
While the GM-norm candidates still are behind schedule, the IM norm candidates had another very
good round. In addition to Unneland, 16 year old FM Jens Ingebretsen in particular looks like a
strong candidate after crushing IM Timofey Galinsky today.
The very important first board meeting
between third rated GM Frode Urkedal (2549)
and first rated GM Evgeny Postny (2603)
started up with a provocative Queen´s Indian
fianchetto line, in which black plays 4.--- Ba6
followed by 5.--- Bb7.
The opening qualified as a success from a
white perspective: After exchanging three
sets of minor pieces he came some 20
minutes ahead on the clock, and due to his
d-file control held an edge on the board. As
white had a dominating queen on d6 and
Urkedal vs Postny
pressure against the backward d7-pawn,
the position with queen, rook and seven
pawns on each side appeared cramped for black after 30 moves.
Insteading of passive defence, Postny just before 40 moves went for active counterplay in the e-file,
sacrificing the d-pawn to defend a borderline rook endgame with four against five pawns.
Postny believed this endgame to be lost, but with practical chances as white had to play very
accurately. The difficulties were demonstrated as Urkedal in the fifth hour came behind on the clock.
Urkedal afterwards was dissatisfied not to have won this game, and belived 46.e4! instead of
46.Kf3?! was the most straghtforward among several winning plans.
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The plan of exchanging two queenside pawns with c5 definitely was not the best one, as Postny
could control white´s a-pawn from behind with his active rook. Draw by stalemate after 60 moves –
meaning both players stay undefeated at +3 and still share first place.
GM Simen Agdestein (2552) as black against
IM Kristian Stuvik Holm (2465) meanwhile
went for his old surprise weapon with a
provocative Alekhine opening.
White got a predictable space advantage,
while black went for counterplay on the
kingside with f5 and g5. Facing a top rated
GM, Holm suddenly played hard for a win and
creatively sacrificed a knight for three pawns
at move 16.
As white had three passed pawns in the
Holm vs Agdestein
c- and f-file plus a pair of bishops, he first
seemed close to winning. Agdestein however
defended heroically and succeeded activating his knights with a lot of counterplay.
After 40 moves white still appeared closer to winning chances with queen, bishop and six pawns
against queen, two knights and two pawns. Black however had succeeded blocking the passed pawns
and kept up pressure with the pair of knights. A highly interesting and probably very strong game
from both players petered out with a repetition after 47 moves.
Third board made a flying start as GM
Benjamin Notkevich (2482) tried to upset his
sensational opponent Mathias Unneland
(2149) with a Blumenfeld Countergambit –
and then sacrificed a second pawn.
Notkevich apparently upset himself more
than his opponent and lagged half an hour
behind on the clock with insufficent
compensation for the pawns.
For unknown reasons Unneland after 15
moves chickened out and gave back his center
pawn at e4 to exchange queens. This left after
Unneland vs Notkevich
21 moves a position with one rook, one knight
and one bishop on each side, with five pawns for white against four for black. Black had
compensation for the pawn due to his better development and more active pieces. True to his game
strategy Notkevich immediately sacrificed his passed d-pawn to open the d-file and get direct threats
against white´s king. As Unneland found the (not invisible) best moves, black after 25 moves had
nothing better than forcing a draw by repetition. Unable to accept that Notkevich became too
ambitious and played on two pawns down. Still impressive in his calculations, Unneland found a plan
to develop his rook from a1 via a3, and soon set the queenside pawn majority into motion.
As Notkevich running uphill under increasing time pressure failed to find the best defencive plans,
black´s running b-pawn decided after 34 moves.
Despite losing the first round, 15 year old Unneland following this sensational game win is sharing
first place and will play Postny on the first board tomorrow.
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IM Johannes Haug (2481) versus FM Anders Hobber (2386) transposed into a Slav exchange line in
which white did not have much of an advantage, as his dark-squared bishop was locked behind the
e3 pawn. White still left an invitation to a well-known repetition with 10.Qb4 Nc6 11.Qb3 Na5 etc,
and the position remained in balance as white got the pair of bishops a few moves later on.
«Not much» was Hobber´s effective comment when he afterwards was asked what happened in this
game. As black put an active knight on b4, white at move 27 decided to exchange it for a bishop.
This left a very equal opposite coloured bishops position, which was agreed drawn upon white´s
suggestion one move later on.
Fifth board´s Latvian duel between GM Normunds Miezis (2485) and GM Ilmars Starostits (2464) was
a «good old» GM-draw, between two strong players knowing each other too well on and outside the
chessboard. White offered after 11 moves and less than 10 minutes, in a fairly balanced isolated
pawn position.
IM Benjamin Haldorsen (2469) as white against Ludvig Carlsson (2281) did not get much from a slow
Italian opening. After d-pawns were exchanged the game reached a symmetric pawn center with e4
versus e5. Black even came slightly better as he after 19 moves planted a knight on the f4 square.
The symmetry was broken in favour of black as white exchanged the knight for his bishop, leaving
black a pair of bishops and a pawn at f4. Haldorsen pulled the emergency brake and minimized
black´s advantage when he succeeded exchanging his knight for one of the black bishops.
As the bishops were about to be exchanged as well, black instead of playing an approximately equal
queen endgame creatively sacrificed a pawn on f3 to force a draw by repetition of checks.
Haldorsen drifted further away from GM norm chances following this draw. Carlsson on the other
hand steams slowly upwards and has his second IM norm within reach, but will get a key game as
white against also underrated Jens Ingebretsen tomorrow.

Hard-hitting IM Frode Elsness (2454)
immediately got back on track with an
inspired win as white today, while WGM
Olga Dolzhikova (2208) is still struggling to
get her odd Owen opening to work as black
against 2400-players.
White played 8.e5 with a secure center
advantage and went on to increase his
space advantage with a kingside
pawnstorm. The kingside attack was
however not without risks, as white had
castled short and black long.
Elsness vs Dolzhikova
Dolzhikova defended actively and following
a f6-break got some counterplay against
white´s e5-pawn. As Elsness instead of the very strong 28.Ne6! blundered with 28.Qd2?, black got
her chance to exchange the queens with a clearly better position due to the weakened white
kingside.
Again having spent too much time Dolzhikova however missed that golden chance. Elsness efficiently
kept the queens on board and smashed through with his rooks in the b-file well before 40 moves.
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FM Noam Vitenberg (2298) versus IM Tor Fredrik Kaasen (2386) was a positionally complex duel in a
Classical King´s Indian. After 20 moves white had knights on the b6 and d6 outposts, but looked a
little overstretched and had only 20 minutes against 50 on the clock.
As the position opened and the knights disappeared white went for a promising piece sacrifice,
but lost the thread as he gave up his important dark-squared bishop for a rook instead of continuing
the attack. Having two minor pieces for a rook with the safer king, Kaasen used his chances
efficiently. Before 40 moves he landed safely in a rook and bishop endgame in which only black had
a bishop.
FM Jens Ingebretsen (2220) still keeps his
excellent form for this autumn, today
winning in crushing style as white against
IM Timofey Galinsky (2370).
Black bravely, but not wisely, castled long
in a French Advance line. White soon
demonstrated that his pawnstorm on the
queenside was many tempos faster than
black´s counterattack on the kingside.
Ingebretsen spent much time on the clock
but found all the best moves on the board,
and still in an inspired mood he smashed in
with a bishop sacrifice on a7 after 21 moves.
Ingebretsen vs Galinsky
Black´s king survived as white missed the
accurate 25.Qa2!. 25.Ra8+ still won the queen for a rook, and within a few moves introduced an
easily won position with queen, knight and five pawns against one rook, two bishops and four pawns.
1-0 after 47 moves, as black trying to defend with rook, bishop and pawn against queen and two
pawns was about to lose his bishop too.
Ingebretsen at 3,5/5 following this can be found at a shared fourth place with a performance close
to 2500.
FM Lucas Ranaldi (2334) as white against Gustav Törngren (2185) castled long in some rare King´s
Indian line, entering an attacking race in white went for a pawnstorm on the kingside and white on
the queenside. Black sacrificed a pawn to open lines on the queenside, but first without much
success as white could hide his king on a2 and had a fairly safe extra pawn after 25 moves.
The position still needed accurate play, and Ranaldi became too careless when playing the natural
26.g4? – overlooking 26.--- Rc5! with the highly unpleasant threat of 27.--- Qxa3+ followed by 28.--Ra5 mate.
Ranaldi found the only defence with 27.Qc1!, and was rewarded as Törngren failed to realize he
could now win with the brilliant new tactical possibility 27.--- Rxb3!. Ranaldi definitively had woken
up by now, and the dangers to his king passed as he within five more moves succeeded exchanging
the black rook at b8. Although white could have won faster without exchanging queens, he
understandably took the safe road and due to his two extra pawns won safely in the rook and bishop
endgame.
This shaky tipoff game made all the difference for the IM norm chances of both players, as Ranaldi at
3,5/5 is fully in the calculations and Törngren almost out of them.
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Unpredictable FM Trygve Dahl (2211) seems to have recovered completely from his first round
collapse, today winning well deserved against still stumbling FM Gunnar Lund (2302).
Black was probably fine from this Caro-Kann opening, after sound exchanges of the queens and two
sets of minor pieces.
White however demonstrated superior understanding of the remaining position with rook, bishop,
knight and seven pawns in each side – instructively creating a passed d-pawn while attacking black´s
advanced kingside pawns. White spent much time, but found the best moves and after 30 moves was
winning with an extra pawn and a strong passed pawn on d6.
Although the game lasted 20 moves more, white had full control and for the final moves played a
totally won rook endgame with 2-3 extra pawns.

13 year old and very talented Sergey Eliseev
(2025) was flying high following his two wins in
the double round, but was efficiently brought
down to earth as black against IM Mads VestbyEllingsen (2362) today.
The IM started up with 1.d4 and 2.Bg5,
but later played an original f4 in search of a
kingside attack. Black castled long to avoid this,
but his king on c7 soon came under attack as
white opened the queenside before 20 moves.
Vestby-Ellingsen went for a tempting knight
Vestby-Ellingsen vs Eliseev
sacrifice on b5, but instead of continuing the
attack he pseudo-sacrificed his queen to win
back the piece and reach an easily won endgame with two extra pawns.
Shazil Shehzad (2188) won in 28 moves as
white against Andreas Tenold (1935), and in
the final position had an overwhelming h-file
attack with a safe king on a1 and an hour
more on the clock.
Still this was an exciting and double-edged
Sicilian race when white castled long to start
his kingside pawn storm. Around move 18-20
black appeared to be ahead in the run, but
having spent too much time he in the critical
phase failed to find attacking plans on the
queenside or a useful defence on the kingside.
Shezad and Skotheim

Andreas Skotheim (2120) versus Aleksander Fossan (2171) was an open Sicilian duel in which white
avoided the theory jungle by taking back on d4 with his queen instead of the knight.
Black still did fine with a Dragon-like fianchetto set up, and chances were fairly balanced when a
draw was agreed after 16 moves. Skotheim following this won a few more ELO points, but should
have tried to win as white if he had any ambitions of an IM-norm.
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Sigve Hølleland (2133) and FM Elham Abdurlauf (2362) checked out a closed Catalan line transposing
into some kind of Dutch Stonewall, in which black bravely snatched a testimony pawn at b2 with his
queen. White first had a lot of compensation for the pawn.
Having evacuated his queen around to f6, black came much better after sacrificing back the pawn to
open lines and diagonals on the kingside. White´s search for counterattack on the kingside resulted
only in loss of material, and following a tactical queen exchange black after 47 moves came a pawn
and a bishop up in the endgame.
Simen Sørensen (2047) versus André Nielsen (2218) was a King´s Indian Sämisch duel in which black
played a rare line with 5.--- c5. Despite his slightly awkward king at c7, black did fine without queens
after white exchanged at c5 and d8.
Due to his pair of bishops and control on the dark squares, black came clearly better after white
helpfully exchanged his dark squared bishop for a knight at e5. Black in turned stumbled as he
allowed white to exchange the above mentioned bishop at e5 for a knight. As white was about to win
back the pawn too, a draw suddenly was agreed after 27 moves.
Aksel Bu Kvaløy (2174) and Afras Mansoor (2117) discussed a half-open Ruy Lopez line where it was
unclear whether black blundered or sacrificed his pawn at e5. Anyway it was perfectly clear that
white came a sound pawn up with two rooks, knight and seven pawns against two rooks, bishop and
six pawns. Kvaløy methodically increased the pressure by advancing his passed pawn to d7, and
landed safely in a totally won rook endgame after 40 moves.
Alexander Øye-Strømberg (2048) gave his
2.a3?! in Sicilian another try as white
against Pål Røyset (2150).
Since black chose a less critical set up it
worked out much better this time, and
white in the middle game came clearly
better due to his pair of bishops combined
with a passed pawn at c5. Allowing one of
the bishops to be exchanged for a knight at
f3 was a mistake, but still worked out very
wel as black exchanged queens and gave
the passed pawn a free ride to c7.
Black probably believed this materially
Øye-Strømberg vs Røyset
equal rook and bishop endgame could be
saved due to the opposite-coloured bishop and blockade on the c8 square. This however soon turned
out to be an illusion, as white instructively broke the blockade by marching his king via a7 to b8.
The duel between 17 year old talents Ingrid Skaslien (1976) and Tobias Lang Nilsen (2146) started up
with a Nimzo Indian with 4.f3. Much due to his strong knight square on e5, black got the upper hand
despite white´s pair of bishops.
White still was in the game until she played 24.b4? – blundering a pawn, based upon a Bxa7-plan
which turned out to lose a piece three moves later on.
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Lars Johan Brodtkorb (2166) as white against Håkon Bentsen (2120) made a modest start with
1.Nf3 2.g3 3.Bg2 4.0-0 and a rather careful King´s Indian Advance set up. Brodtkorb still appeared
much better prepared today, and suddenly accelerated by e4-e5 followed by a bayonet attack with
h4-h5-h6. Following this white got a promising pressure on the dark kingside squares, while black
failed to find any active plan after completing his development.
Brodtkorb however slowed down while trying to find a breakthrough, and around 25 moves was
seriously short of time. 24.Nxh7 according to the computer programs was not white´s best
breakthrough, but still white won back the piece with a powerful attack.
Although having only two minutes left on the clock Brodtkorb found the winning idea with 28.Rxe6!,
opening the key square at e5 for the white queen. 1-0 after 32 moves, as black had got two rooks for
one queen, but would be mate within three moves.
Sigurd Loe Grøver (2145) versus Monika
Machlik (2082) was a Bogo Indian opening
duel in which something went seriously
wrong for black, as white without much of a
risk got a space advantage on both flanks
AND promising d-file pressure.
White appeared close to winning after
picking up the d6 pawn with his queen.
Black meanwhile managed to come up with
some counterplay on the kingside, playing
h5-h4-hxg3-g2+ to open up around the
white king. White following this had an extra
Grøver vs Machlik
pawn and a clear advantage, but with some
risk of losing , when he blocked the retreat
of his queen at d6 with 29.Bd3. Machlik immediately pointed at the queen with 29.--- Re6!.
The game then ended with the slowest repetition of moves so far in this tournament, as both players
hesitated for a few minutes and looked all the more dissatisfied before moving back and forward
with 30.Qd8+ Re8 31.Qd6 Re6 etc.
Hallvard Haug Flatebø (1877) versus Dion Krivenko (2047) was a shaky battle, again ending with a
pole out for the hard working substitute Flatebø.
Krivenko went for a rare Modern line in which black exchanges off his fianchetto bishop at c3, leaving
white with a permently disrupted queenside pawn structure for the endgame. Meanwhile black in
the middle game has a vulnerable kingside, which white first exploited well and got a dangerous
kingside attack after f4-f5-fxg6. Exchanging queens following this was a misunderstood plan, as black
no longer had to worry about his king and had the easier position to play with rooks and knights.
Black soon picked up the loose white d5-pawn. White still had disturbingly active pieces, and black
before 40 moves toyed around with a repetition before leaving it and playing on. The game remained
exciting until white fatally weakened his kingside pawns with 39.h4?.
Afterwards on the other hand it was all over, as white soon lost both the pawns and anyway was two
pawns down when he blundered the knight as well.
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FM Richard Bjerke
(2144) and Sondre
Melaa (2210) today
played an objectively
fine and not very
exciting Queen´s
Gambit game.
It was drawn with
three minor pieces
left on each side and
without any
objections after
20 moves, as none of
the players came up
with anything but
sound exchanges.
Bjerke vs Melaa

Sander Fuglestein (2109) and Thyra Kvendseth (2017) both had a depressing 0/4 before today´s
internal meeting, and understandably made a safe start with a positional King´s Indian line.
Due to his pair of bishops and rooks doubling in the d-file, white got a pleasant plus following an
early queen exhange. With 14 pawns left on the board Kvendseth did well to close off the pawn
structure, but white still had somewhat better prospects when a draw was agreed after 33 moves.

GM group
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Open Group
The first decided game in the open today was a crushing black win from top rated Terje Lund (2104),
deciding within 17 moves and 50 minutes on the seventh board. His opponent Olav Erikstad (1736)
became much too greedy when snatching a pawn at c6 with his queen at move 11, and in the final
position six moves later black was a full queen up (with an ongoing attack).
This later became another hard-fought day on
the top boards, as six out of the first seven
boards got a winner.
15 year old Brage Modell (1844) continued his
strong play on the first board: Playing black
against four years younger Louis Khoo-Thwe
(1835), Modell today got a winning position
more or less from the opening, following a
strong knight sacrifice at f2. Although playing
inaccurately afterwards, black still came a
sound pawn up and went on to win the
endgame without many nervous moments.

Khoo-Thwe vs Modell

The young lions still dominate this group, as 13 year old Sverre Lye (1799) on second board won a
long but still convincing battle as black against so far solid 54 year old Egil Melkevik (1725).
17 year old Misha Galinsky (1876) following a loose opening was a pawn down with an inferior
position against Rune Kleiven Rynning (1678), but played on for an attack with youthful optimism.
Galinsky was rewarded as Rynning ran short of time and suddenly was a rook down instead of a
pawn up.
The draw on the highest board was the fourth board meeting between grown-ups Johannes Melkevik
(1858) and Ole-Kristian Nergård (1705), which remained approximately balanced all the way from the
opening to the rook endgame.
The fifth board meeting between junior players Andreas Skrede Hausken (1823) and Kristoffer Wang
Strømhaug (1654) on the other hand was a drawn rook endgame which white managed to win –
after having wasted a clear advantage earlier in the game.
The longest game of this round was on board six and actually gave a win for oldest player, as Stjernen
player Mikkel Lien (1677) after 93 moves succeeded winning an exciting bishop endgame against
Thomas Berg (1719).
The open had more surprising results today: 15 year old Sigurd Lye (1776) defended a slightly worse
endgame into a draw against second rated Elias Hestvik (1893), and Morten Smedsrud (1487) won an
exciting attacking battle as black against David Nesse (1836).
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17 year old Jon Holtan Øverbø (1455) efficiently used his chance when Guttorm Andersen (1800)
blundered in a clearly better position.
14 year old Amadeus Hestvik Evenshaug (1520) in the end won well deserved in an entertaining
game against 16 year old Live Jørgensen Skigelstrand (1735). Evenshaug got paid one rook, one
bishop and one knight for his queen early in the middle game, and in the end used them to create a
mating threat around black´s king at h6.
All the 102 players in this tournament now has got a score, but the open has a 4,5 points stretch
compared to only 3,5 points from first to last player in the GM group.
Brage Modell at 5/5 is leading half a point ahead of Sverre Lye, and additionally will have the
advantage of playing white in their very important first board duel in round six.
Misha Galinsky, Mikkel Lien and Andreas Skrede Hausken are sharing third place at 4,0/5, while first
rated Terje Lund and five other players follows at 3,5.

Open group

All photos by Tom Eriksen
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